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Introduction and summary 

A. Purpose 

This submission provides a legal analysis that demonstrates that it is legally possible to 

implement MHI's recommendations to modernise the aquaculture licensing process within the 

existing legislative framework. In some instances, we suggest minor amendments to the 

secondary regulations. This approach has been adopted as MHI is concerned that a full 

overhaul of the existing legislative framework could cause further delays to progressing 

licence applications for a strategically important industry in which the licensing system has 

reached a state of near paralysis. 

B. Format 

Each section of the submission: 

■ identifies the road block(s) which exist in a specific area of the aquaculture licensing 

regime 

provides an analysis of the relevant area(s) of the existing legislative framework 

explains how MHI's recommendations can be implemented within the existing 

legislative framework. 

C. Summary of Issues and Recommendations 

Section Road JA Ck(s) Solutions) 

1 The conditions attached to aquaculture Simplify the format of aquaculture licences 

licenses are overly-prescriptive and by cross-referring to technical guidance 

require modernisation. Production documents in place of prescriptive 

limits based on annual tonnage, which technical conditions, and use Maximum 

is an inflexible and outdated metric, Allowable Biomass as the metric of 

continue to be imposed. production in line with best practice 

■ The usual life of an aquaculture licence 
internationally. 

is disproportionately short at 10 years. Aquaculture licences should be granted for 

• 
The same divisions of the Department 

a 20 year period, as is permitted by the 

of Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
 existing legislative framework and in 

(the "Department") are responsible for 
accordance with the other environmental 

the licensing application and regulation 
licensing regimes in Ireland. 

functions. Allocate responsibility for the licensing 

application function and regulation 

functions to separate divisions of the 

Department. 

2 ■ There are lengthy delays in Section 13 of the Fisheries (Amendment) 

determining applications for Act 1997 (the 1997 Act") should be 

aquaculture licences. commenced as a matter of urgency. This 

• 
Applicants are not kept informed of the 

section provides that the Minister shall 

progress of their licence applications. 
endeavour to determine an application for 

an aquaculture licence within four months 
■ Revised decision dates are not being 
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Section ~,. t3 Block(s) Soltition(s) 

provided at the first stage of the from the date on which all requirements for 

process. filing the application have been complied 

The statutory and public consultation 
with. 

periods are being run consecutively. The Minister should issue a policy 

directive' that the Aquaculture Licensing 

Appeals Board ("ALAB") should inform the 

applicant, in writing, of not only the revised 

date for the determination of an appeal but 

also the reasons for the delay, each time a 

revised, extended timeframe is set for the 

determination of an appeal. 

■ The statutory and public consultation 

periods should be run concurrently. 

3 Repeated and excessive requests for The Minister could issue a policy directive 

information by the licensing authority`, which (i) places reasonable parameters on 

often for information that is not within the entitlement of the licensing authority to 

the direct expertise or statutory remit of request further information and on the type 

the licensing authority. of information it can seek; and (ii) provides 

that the licensing authority is only permitted 

to seek further information from an 

applicant on one occasion only. 

■ The Minister could issue a policy directive 

which allows for pre-application 

consultations with potential applicants in 

order to clarify the information which the 

licensing authority will require to consider 

the application to ensure that the applicant 

submits all of necessary information. 

4 There are missed opportunities to The Minister could issue policy directives to 

streamline the application process streamline the application process. These 

without legislative change, for policy directives could provide, for 

example, by way of policy directives example, technical guidance, address the 

issued by the Minister. time frame for decision-making and format 

of aquaculture licences. 

5 The Aquaculture (Licence Application) The 1998 Regulations could be amended 

Regulations 1998 (as amended) (the in line with EU law to provide that an EIS 

As permitted by section 62 of the 1997 Act 

2. Defined by section 3 of the Fisheries (Amendment) Act 1997 (as amended) (the 1997 Act") as 

"(a) the Minister, 

(b) an officer to whom functions have been delegated under section 21 (1) by the Minister, or 

(c) the Aquaculture Licences Appeals Board." 
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7-7 

Road' o~k(s) 

1998 Regulations") require the 
submission of an Environmental 
Impact Statement ("EIS") more often 
than is required by European 
legislation or case law. 

■ The refusal of the licensing authority to 
carry out Appropriate Assessment 
based on generic conservation 
objectives when no site specific 
conservation objectives have been set. 

7 ■ The funding and resource constraint 
within the licensing authority. 

N. ■ The absolute requirement to obtain a 
foreshore licence, even for the 
temporary placement of water pipe or 
other temporary equipment. 

So
`
fu n(s) 
a• T. 

only needs to be submitted with an 
application for the renewal of an 
aquaculture licence where there would be 
a significant adverse change to the 
environmental effects cause by the change 
to the licensed activity. 

■ Appropriate Assessment can be carried out 
using generic conservation objectives when 
no site specific conservation objectives 
have been set. This process is undertaken 
in other licensing spheres in Ireland. 

■ The Minister could increase the licensing 
fees for certain categories of aquaculture 
licence or activities of certain degrees of 
magnitude or consider the use of scaled 
fees in order to increase the funding 
available to the licensing authority. 

■ The Minister could automatically issue a 
written permission to carry out a trivial 
activity on the foreshore at the same time 
that the licensing authority grants an 
aquaculture licence. 

■ The General Scheme of Maritime Area and 
Foreshore (Amendment) Bill 2013 offers an 
opportunity to combine the aquaculture and 
foreshore licensing regimes into a single 
process and allow for the placement of 
temporary equipment on the foreshore to 
be permitted by the terms of an 
aquaculture licence. 

3 
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Licence Conditions, Period and Functions 

1.1 Road blocks: (i) licence conditions and period; (ii) responsibility for licensing and 
compliance functions 

(i) Licence Conditions and Period 

A person is not permitted to engage in aquaculture without holding an aquaculture 

licence 3. A holder of an aquaculture licence is obliged to comply with the conditions of 

the licence. The Minister may revoke an aquaculture licence if satisfied that there has 

been a breach of a condition specified in a licence°. 

Three of MHI's key concerns regarding current licence conditions are: 

Overly prescriptive conditions regarding process and methodology: 

Aquaculture licences in their current form, contain extensive prescriptive 

conditions5, which do not allow for improvements in technology. Thus, even 

improvements aimed at lowering environmental impact cannot be made 

without licence change. Changes to a licence require a formal amendment 

that is subject to a protracted process. For example, an aquaculture licence 

can dictate the time of year at which the licence holder is required to harvest 

its stocks. This licence condition is not compatible with the production 

process, as the production process is not aligned with the annual cycle. The 

holder of an aquaculture licence could find itself subject to enforcement action 

for technical breach of licence if the licence-holder updated the method of 

carrying out an activity to have a lesser environmental impact. By contrast, 

licences issued by the EPA are granted subject to the over-arching 

requirement that: 

"...at all times BAT [Best Available Technique] must be considered in the 
management and operation of the activity. " 

Also, aquaculture activity may not only be subject to aquaculture licensing but 

can also be covered by a wider regulatory framework. For example, a licence 

holder may be required to obtain planning permission to construct a facility 

and may require a waste water discharge licence to operate. An overly-

prescriptive aquaculture licence can cause difficulty for a licence holder if it 

obliges the licence holder to comply with a prescriptive technical standard that 

is different to that imposed by another permit. 

■ Use of limits based on annual tonnage: The licensing authority continues to 

issue finfish aquaculture licences which measure the limit of production 

capacity by reference to an annual maximum production limit (eg, harvested 

annual tonnage) as opposed to standing stock biomass (the weight of live fish 

on a site at any given time). We understand that an annual tonnage limit is an 

inflexible and outdated metric which requires an operator to tread a delicate 

3. Section 6 of the 1997 Act. The licensing process is dealt with elsewhere in this document. 

4. Section 68(1) of the 1997 Act 

5. For example, specifying a particular technical process or methodology. 

4 
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balance in stock management. An operator may be forced to transfer stock to 
another site, before it reaches a particular point in its development, to avoid a 
technical breach of a strict annual production limit. These issues are 
addressed further in section 5.3 of this submission. 

Typical life time of 10 years for a licence: Aquaculture licences are 
regularly granted for a limited period of 10 years, rather than the 20 years 
allowed by legislation. In many other Irish industry sectors, operating life is 
either unlimited (such as for facilities licensed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency) or limited to 20 to 25 years unless further extended (in the case of 
wind farms). Environmental licences that require an Environmental Impact 
Assessment ("EIA") must be assessed on the basis of whole-of-lifetime 
effects, ie, from commissioning and construction through to operation and 
decommissioning'. This type of analysis (which is undertaken for aquaculture 
licences that require EIA) fully supports long-term 20-year licences in line with 
the requirements of European environmental law. The relatively short term of 
aquaculture licences is disproportionate to the administrative and regulatory 
burden imposed on operators when applying for the licence. It is inconsistent 
with other industries and Irish environmental practice that aquaculture 
licensing is subject to such unnecessarily short licence lives. 

(ii) Licensing Application and Compliance Functions 

Unlike other environmental licensing regimes in Ireland°, we understand that the same 
departmental divisions are responsible for both the licensing and compliance functions 
for aquaculture. We are instructed that the concentration of responsibility for these 
functions can lead to a reduction in the availability of expertise necessary for the 
efficient turn-around of licence applications. 

We understand that aquaculture licensing is administered through the Aquaculture 
and Foreshore Management Division ("AFMD") of the Department. AFMD is 
responsible for the licensing and regulation of aquaculture. The Marine Engineering 
Division ("MED") and the Marine Institute ("MI") work with AFMD and provide support 
functions in relation to aquaculture. We understand that the current practice is that MI 
advises on the biological / scientific aspects of licence applications and renewals and 
that IVIED provides the functions of reviewing and examining aquaculture licence 
applications and environmental impact statements ("EIS"), carrying out site 
inspections and producing reports on licence compliance.0  IVIED is also involved in 
assessing, reviewing and providing technical advice on foreshore licence and lease 
applications in respect of aquaculture. We are instructed that the resources of AFMD 
and IVIED are heavily focused on the compliance function. 

6. Under section 15(2) of the 1997 Act a licence can have a life of up to 20 years. 

7. EPA, Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact Statements (2002). 

8. For example, the Integrated Pollution Control ("1PC") Licence system under the Environmental Protection 
Agency Acts 1992 — 2013 

9. See Chapter 4 — Seafood of the Structure of Department available here — 
httDs.ijvvtivw.aariculture.aov.iEraboutus/bnefinaforirnnisters2016 
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The arrangement where the same divisions of the Department have responsibility for 

the licensing and compliance functions is relatively unusual in our experience. For 

example, the Environmental Protection Agency (the "EPA") has overall responsibility 

for the application and compliance functions of a number of licensing regimes10. 

However, the EPA's functions are divided between five different offices". The Office 

of Environmental Sustainability is responsible for the licensing application function and 

the Office of Environmental Enforcement is responsible for the licensing compliance 

function. 

1.2 What changes should be made? 

(i) Licence Format and Period 

There is no prescribed mandatory format for aquaculture licences under legislation, 

though template licences have been published 12 . The format of an aquaculture 

licence should be simplified by including cross-references to appendices or technical 

guidance documents in place of imposing extensive technical conditions. This 

approach would give the flexibility to update the technical requirements of the activity 

on an ongoing basis by updating the guidance without having to amend the letter of 

the licence directly by way of formal amendment. 

The production parameters stated in an aquaculture licence should be quantified in 

terms of Standing Stock Biomass. In a press release by the Minister on 5 December 

2011 to announce the launch of new aquaculture licence templates, 13  it was expressly 

acknowledged that: 

"Standing Stock Biomass is internationally recognised as the appropriate metric 

for assessing loading at an aquaculture production site and can be measured 

on a real time basis thus facilitating effective regulation and management of 

sites". 

Maximum Allowable Biomass should be adopted as the standard metric of production 

in all aquaculture licences. This approach would align the Irish licensing regime with 

the Scottish and Norwegian aquaculture licensing regimes, both of which use 

'maximum standing biomass' as the measurement of the limit of production capacity. 

Aquaculture licences should be granted for a period of 20 years as standard, as 

permitted by the legislation'. As suggested above, the introduction of flexibility to 

update technical requirements on an ongoing basis throughout the life of a licence 

should provide comfort to the authority in granting a licence for the 20 year term. 

10. For example, the IPC and the Waste Water Discharge licensing systems. 

11. EPA organisation chart available here —  htto //www.ena ie/aboutlorn' 

12. Section 7(1) of the 1997 Act provides that the licensing authority may licence a person to carry on 
aquaculture on such terms as it thinks fit and specifies in the licence. Subsection (3) provides a non-
exhaustive list of conditions to which an aquaculture licence may be subject. 

13. Press release available here - 
htto I/%Arww.aariculture.gov  ieloressloressreleases/2011/december/title.59997.en.html 

14. Section 15(2) of the 1997 Act 
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(ii) Licensing Application and Compliance Functions 

There is no legal barrier to the Minister separating the licensing and compliance 

functions through internal reorganisation of the Department. 
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2 Timeline for Decision-Making 

2.1 Road block: protracted timeframe for determining aquaculture licence applications 

Delay in decision-making is a key roadblock. Licence applications can take many years to 

progress.' 

The lack of a coherent time objective for determining applications and the lack of transparency 

in the current process is aggravating the delay. 

During the process, (particularly the first stage), the applicant and interested parties are often 

left in the dark as to the progress of the application and are not given reasons for delay nor a 

revised decision date. 

The European Commission (the "Commission") issued a Communication for the sustainable 

development of EU aquaculturelo  in which the Commission noted that authorisation 

procedures in several Member States can take around two to three years to complete. The 

Commission invited Member States to reduce time for licensing and other authorisations to 

one month by the end of 20151  provided EU environmental legislation is adhered to. 

There are mechanisms within the current legislative framework that can address the objective 

to minimise delay as set out below. 

2.2 The legal framework 

In common with many environmental licensing regimes, the timelines for decision-making in 

the 1997 Act are not a strict cut-off point. There are helpful objectives, when backed with 

transparency of communication, and can assist in structuring the approach. The timelines are.- 

Section 13 of the 1997 Act provides that the Minister shall endeavour to determine an 

application for an aquaculture licence within four months from the date on which all 

requirements for filing the application have been complied with. However, this section 

of the 1997 Act has not yet been commenced. Thus, this section will have no 

legislative force until brought into effect by commencement order (in the form of a 

regulation) passed by the Minister. The provision of the 1997 Act that sets a time limit 

for the Minister to determine an application (when commenced) will allow the Minister 

to extend the four month timeframe where it appears to the Minister that it will not be 

possible to determine an application within this timeframe. Where the Minister 

15 The case of Deerland Construction Ltd v The Aquaculture Licences Appeals Board & Anor [2008] IEHC 
289 demonstrated that the process of issuing an aquaculture licence took five years. Lett and Company 
Limited applied for an aquaculture licence in October 1996. The licence was granted in October 2001. 
The delay in processing the application did not form part of this case. 

1s Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European and Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A strategy for the sustainable development of European 
aquaculture, 29 April 2013, available here -  hitp /ieur-lex.europa_eudegal-
auactrntiEN/TXT/PDFrauri=e:`LEX.5-,u 13DCO229&from=EN 

17 At page 5 the Communication notes "The Commission has proposed an Action Plan to support 
entrepreneurship in Europe. The Action plan invites the Member States to reduce time for licensing and 
other authorisations necessary to start a business activity to one month by the end of 2095 provided that 
requirements of EU environmental legislation are met. As a first step, a comprehensive mapping and 
screening exercise needs to be performed". 

8 
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decides to extend the timeframe for an application, the Minister must issue a written 
notice to the applicant and any other person who has made submissions, setting out 
the reasons why the application will not be determined within the four month 
timeframe. The Minister must also specify a revised date in the written notice before 
which it is intended to determine the application. 

■ The provision of the 1997 Act10  which requires ALAB to endeavour to determine an 
appeal within four months of the date of receipt of the notice of appeal has been 
commenced. This provision allows ALAB to extend the period for determining an 
appeal but requires ALAS to issue a notice to the parties to the appeal which (i) 
confirms the extension; (ii) gives the reasons for the extension; and (iii) specifies the 
date by which ALAB intends to determine the appeal. ALAB is obliged to endeavour 
to determine the appeal by the revised date set in such a notice. The 1997 Act does 
not specify what ALAB is required to do when the appeal is not determined by the 
revised date. However, we understand that ALAB notifies the applicant of any revised 
date for the determination of the appeal, but does not give reasons for the delay. 

The legislation13  also provides for public and statutory consultation periods. The legislation is 
silent on whether the consultation periods should be run consecutively or concurrently. The 
current practice is to run the consultation periods consecutively (first the statutory consultation 
and then the public consultation). This practice contributes to the delays experienced in the 
determination of aquaculture licence applications. We understand that the practice appears to 
be based on a concern that compliance with the Aarhus Convention 20  ("Aarhus") (which 
mandates public participation in decision-making and access to justice in environmental 
matters) cannot be achieved unless the public has an opportunity to consider the submissions 
of the statutory bodies. It has been held by both the High Court (in a judgment dealing with 
aquaculture licensing)21  and the Court of Appea122  that Aarhus only forms part of Irish 
domestic law insofar as it has either (a) been incorporated into Irish law through the passing of 
legislation by the Oireachtas; or (b) been incorporated into European law that is of direct effect 
in Ireland (either by way of implementing Irish legislation or effluxion of time). Aarhus does not 
mandate anywhere that the consultation periods must be consecutive, and this type of 
provision cannot be implied into Irish law from a general concern about compliance with 
Aarhus. Other environmental licensing regimes23  allow for notice periods for statutory bodies 
and the public to run concurrently. 

2.3 What is the legal risk for the licensing authorities and the process if the current delays 
continue? 

The current aquaculture licensing process, in which applicants experience significant delays, 
is at risk of being successfully challenged by court action. An expedient and transparent 

18. Section 56 of the 1997 Act 

19. Regulations 9 and 10 of the 1998 Regulations 

20. The UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access 
to Justice in Environmental Matters. 

21. Waterville Fisheries Development Limited v Aquaculture Licenses Appeals Board (No 3) [2014] IEHC 
522 

22. McCoy & Anor v Shillelagh Quarries Ltd & Ors [2015] I ECA 28 

23. For example, the planning regime under the Planning Acts 2000 — 2016 (the "Planning Acts") 
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timeline will enhance the legitimacy of the aquaculture licensing process and reduce the risk of 

a court challenge. 

The reason for this legal risk is that the courts have repeatedly held in other statutory contexts 

that an applicant is entitled to a decision one way or another within a reasonable time, 24  What 

might be a reasonable time depends on the circumstances of each case, including the nature 

of the decision sought, the particularities of the applicant's position, the impact the delay may 

have and also the conduct of the administrative decision maker in dealing with such 

applications, together with any explanation for the time taken25. 

The courts have granted orders compelling a decision-maker to reach an administrative 

decision in instances where the applicant has experienced excessive and unjustifiable delay. 

In 2016, the High Court, in Mohammed Ahsan v Minister for Justice and Equalit/s, granted an 

order compelling the Minister to make a decision on the applications of the applicantsZ' for 

non-national family members of EU citizens, one way or the other, within six weeks of the 

court order. The Minister for Justice argued that the court was not entitled to make an order 

requiring a decision to be made as this would equate to a direction to the Minister for Justice 

as to how (already limited) resources should be allocated. It was also argued that such an 

order would cut across the level of investigation required into each application. The court 

rejected these arguments and held that it was not trespassing on the Minister for Justice's 

remit by requiring a decision to be taken within a set timeframe, given the excessive and 
unjustifiable delay. In the Ahsan case, the judge pointed out that if the delay had been only a 

couple of months, and if there was a stated timeframe provided to the court for the 

commencement of the examination of the visa applications, then some margin of appreciation 

might have been afforded to the Minister for Justice. However, in the absence of any 

projected timeframe, the question of resources and other factors raised by the Minister for 

Justice were not sufficient to outweigh the applicants' rights. The open-ended timeframe for 

processing the visa applications was a factor in the court's decision to find against the Minister 

for Justice. 

Parallels can be drawn between the manner of processing applications under the visa scheme 

in the Ahsan case and the current aquaculture licensing process. The Ahsan judgment 

illustrates that in instances of excessive and unreasonable delay in the making of an 

administrative decision, an aggrieved applicant may obtain relief from the court in the form of 
an order compelling the relevant body to make a decision. The Ahsan case also shows that a 

decision-making body is less vulnerable to court action where it adheres to a stated timeframe, 

even where this timeframe is extended, provided the delay is justified and the applicant is kept 

informed of the projected timeframe. 

24. For example, Point Exhibition Co. Ltd v The Revenue Commissioners [1993] 2 IR 551 

25. Nearing v Minister for Justice [2010] 4 1 R 211 

26. [2016] IEHC 691 

27. The applicants had been variously advised by the visa centre that the timeframe for determination of the 
applications would range from 8 to 12 to 16 weeks. These periods expired without any decision having 
been made on any of the applications. The applicants were not further advised of the projected 
timeframe. The judicial review proceedings were heard in July 2016, approximately one year after their 
applications were submitted. 
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An applicant may also be awarded damages where it can be shown that the decision-maker's 

delay in reaching the decision has interfered with a fundamental right23, such as the right to 

property and to earn a livelihood in the context of aquaculture licensing. 

2.4 What changes should be made within the current legal framework to address the delays 
and lack of transparency? 

The appropriate use of the timeframe provisions in the 1997 Act should impose some structure 

on the application process by ensuring that the licensing authority endeavours to make 

aquaculture licence determinations in accordance within an expedient and transparent 

timeframe. The framework set out in the 1997 Act allows for necessary flexibility by permitting 

the Minister to extend the timeframe, where appropriate. The requirement for the Minister to 

give written reasons for extending the timeframe for determining an application also ensures 

transparency. 

The purpose of the timeframe provisions within the 1997 Act precisely aligns with the 

objectives of the independent review, ie, the delivery of licence determinations in a timely 

manner and enhanced transparency in the licensing process. We propose that the 

Independent Aquaculture Licensing Review Group should recommend that the timeframe 

provisions of the 1997 Act for the determination of a licence application by the Minister be 

commenced as a matter of urgency, by way of a regulation issued by the Minister. 

When it is not possible to determine an appeal within four months, ALAB is required by the 

1997 Act to issue a notice to the parties to the appeal which (i) confirms the extension, (ii) 

gives the reasons for the extension; and (iii) specifies the date by which ALAB intends to 

determine the appeal. We understand that ALAB does issue a notification to the parties to an 

appeal on each occasion that an extension is required. However, we are instructed that those 

notifications do not give the reasons for which the extension is required. The Independent 

Review Group could recommend that the Minister issue a policy directive 29  which requires 

ALAB to provide the parties to an appeal with the reasons for which an extension of time is 

required on every occasion that a notification that an extension of time is required is issued. 

This practice would increase transparency by ensuring that the applicant is at least kept 

informed of the progress and prospective determination of the appeal and also allow the 

applicant to assist ALAB, for example by submitting information which ALAB might require to 

determine the application. 

The application process could also be made more efficient by running both the statutory and 

public consultation periods concurrently and the Minister could issue a policy directive to that 

effect. 

Once it is clear that there is in place "an orderly, rational and fair system for dealing with 

[aquaculture licence] applications", the court would no longer have any reason to infer any 

28. In O'Donoghue v The Legal Aid Board [2004] IEHC 413, the High Court made an award of damages for 
breach of constitutional rights in favour of the plaintiff where she had experienced significant delay with 
her application for legal aid. Damages were awarded regardless of the fact that the decision-making 
body had eventually granted the plaintiffs application prior to the proceedings. 

29. As permitted by section 62 of 1997 Act 
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illegality in the conduct of the licensing authority unless some specific wrong doing or default is 
demonstrated in a particular caseso  

A stated timeframe for the determination of licence applications, together with a practice of 
keeping the applicant informed on the progress of the application and the reasons for any 
delay, are necessary elements for an 'orderly, rational and fair system' for dealing with 
applications. Adherence to the timeframe and transparency provisions by the licensing 
authority will enhance the overall legitimacy of the aquaculture licensing process and reduce 
the likelihood of the process being challenged in the courts. 

30. Nearing v Minister for Justice [2010] 4 1 R 211, para 25, per Cooke J. 
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3 Requests for Information During the Application Process 

3.1 Road block: excessive requests for information 

As set out by MHI it its submission, the current practice of the licensing authority when 

determining aquaculture licence applications can be to make repeated requests for a wide 

range of information from an applicant. The information sought can concern matters which are 

not within the direct expertise of the licensing authority such as: 

■ Property rights and arrangements for access / rights of way; or 

• Other matters which the licensing authority is not required to take account of when 

determining an application for an aquaculture licence31  

The type of additional information which is sought from an applicant can also differ from 

application to application. We are instructed that it appears to depend on subjective 

approaches as to how certain matters (for example, the visual impact of an aquaculture facility 

or passage of wild fish) should be addressed. 

3.2 What powers does the licensing authority have to request information from an 
applicant? 

Applications for an aquaculture licence must comply with the regulations set down by the 

Minister 32. The application must be made on an application form approved by the Minister 33  

and be accompanied by a number of specified document s34. The application form was most 

recently revised in June 201635. There is a check-list of documents which must be included 

with the application form. The Minister is entitled to (i) require an applicant to furnish further 

information which may be reasonably required to allow an application be considered or (ii) 

produce any evidence which may be reasonably required to verify any information given in 

relation to the application35. 

ALAB is also entitled to require a party, or other person who has made a submission to an 

appeal, to submit such documents, particulars or other information which it considers 

necessary for it to determine the appea137, 

3.3 How do other statutory application processes operate? 

The application process under the Planning Acts operates in some similar respects to the 

aquaculture licensing process. Under the Planning Acts, a person who wishes to carry out 

development is obliged to obtain permission33, either from the relevant local authority or An 

31. The matters which the Licensing Authority shall take account of are listed in section 61 of the 1997 Act 

32. The 1998 Regulations 

33, Regulation 4(1) of the 1998 Regulations 

34. These documents are listed in regulation 4(3) of the 1998 Regulations 

35. Available at  littos*//www.agriculture.gov.ie/seafood/aguacuItureforeshoremanaaement/formsdownloads/  

36. Regulation 7 of the 1998 Regulations 

37. Section 47 of the 1997 Act 

38. Section 32 of the Planning Acts 
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Bord Pleanala ("ABP"). As with applications for aquaculture licences, regulations 39  have been 
made to govern the application process 40  and the documents which must accompany an 
application are specified 41  in those regulations. 

The planning legislation 42  permits a potential applicant to enter into consultations with the 
relevant planning authority to discuss the proposed development and receive advice from the 
planning authority regarding the proposed application. A purpose of this consultation process 
is to ensure, as far as possible, that the applicant submits all of the information which the 
planning authority will require to consider the application. 

Once an application is made, the planning authority is entitled to require an applicant to (i) 
submit any further information which the authority considers necessary to enable it to deal with 
the application or (ii) produce any evidence which may be reasonably required to verify any 
information given in relation to the application 43. This approach is similar to the entitlement of 
the Minister under the 1997 Act. However, a planning authority, which has requested further 
information from an applicant, may not require that applicant to submit any further information 
or evidence unless it is necessary to clarify matters in the applicant's response to the planning 
authority's original request for further information44  

If an appeal is brought to ABP then ABP is entitled to require any party, or person who has 
made a submission to an appeal, to submit such documents, particulars or other information 
which ABP considers necessary to determine the appea145  

It has been recognised by the courts40  that a request for further information by a planning 
authority must be limited to planning matters which are relevant to the application. As a matter 
of practice, neither local authorities nor ABP generally require applicants to submit detailed 
information relating to property rights or arrangements for access / rights of way or other 
matters outside of their direct expertise and direct statutory remit. This information is not 
considered necessary because a planning permission, like an aquaculture licence, does not 
confer any property right on an applicant to actually carry out the development. The purpose 
of the planning permission or aquaculture licence is to consider the appropriateness of the 
development in environmental or other terms. 

3.4 How should the powers of the licensing authority to request information be used? 

Regulation 7 of the 1998 Regulations allows the Minister to seek further information from an 
applicant for an aquaculture licence. However, it is expressly stated that the Minister should 
only seek such information as is reasonably required to enable the application to be 

39. Under section 33 of the Planning Acts 

40. SI 600 of 2001 — the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended) (the "2001 
Regulations") 

41. Regulation 22 of the 2001 Regulations 

42. Section 247 of the Planning Acts 

43. Regulation 33(1) of the 2001 Regulations 

44. Regulation 33(2) of the 2001 Regulations 

45. Section 132 of the 2000 Act 

46. lllium Properties Limited v Dublin City Council [2004] IEHC 327 
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considered or verify any particulars or information given by the applicant in relation to the 
application. Equally, section 47 of the 1997 Act limits ALAB's entitlement to require the 
production of documents, particulars or other information to those that are necessary to 
determine an appeal. 

The information which the Minister has deemed necessary for the licensing authority to have 
in order to consider the matters set out in section 61 of the 1997 Act is set out in regulation 4 
of the 1998 Regulations, regulation 4 of the European Communities (Control of Dangerous 
Substances in Aquaculture) Regulations 2008 and is listed in the aquaculture licence 
application form. 

It is implicit in both regulation 7 of the 1998 Regulations and section 47 of the 1997 Act that 
any further information requested from an applicant should be solely for the purposes of 
allowing the licensing authority to take account of the matters listed in section 61 of the 1997 
Act. The current wide-ranging use of the powers under regulation 7 of the 1998 Regulations 
and section 47 of the 1997 Act to make repeated requests for information could reasonably be 
curtailed without in any way affecting the necessary scrutiny under Irish or European 
environmental legislation. 

In line with the planning regime47, the licensing authority should endeavour to request further 
information from an applicant on one occasion only, unless otherwise justified. A subsequent 
request for further information should only be permitted if it is necessary to clarify matters in 
the applicant's response to the licensing authority's original request for further information. 
This efficiency in the application process could be achieved by the Minister issuing a policy 
directive that places reasonable parameters on the entitlement of the licensing authority to 
request further information and on the type of information it could seek. The Minister could 
also amend the powers of the Minister to seek information in regulation 7 of the 1998 
Regulations using a statutory instrument. 

As with the planning regime, the introduction of a pre-application consultation process could 
assist an applicant with submitting all of the information which the licensing authority will 
require to consider the application. The Minister could issue a policy directive which provides 
for this consultation process to be made available by the licensing authority to potential 
applicants. 

47. Regulation 33 of the 2001 Regulations 
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4 Policy Directives by the Minister 

4.1 Road block: missed opportunities to streamline the process without legislative change 

MHI has identified a number of areas of the aquaculture licensing process which do not 

function efficiently. 

The Minister has the power to issue policy directives which could address those areas. MHI 

believes that this approach would result in a more streamlined application and decision-

making process. 

4.2 What powers does the Minister have to direct the licensing process? 

Under section 62 of the 1997 Act, the Minister may issue such general directives as to policy 

in relation to aquaculture as he or she considers necessary. The licensing authority must, in 

performing its functions, have regard to any such directives. Such policy directives could 

provide useful guidance to applicants for, and holders of, aquaculture licences and the 

licensing authority itself for the licencing process. This is a common practice. The Supreme 

Court stated in McCarron v Kearney" that: 

"It would be wrong to preclude a decision-maker from formulating guidelines by reference 

to which he makes it clear that he will make his decisions. It would be inimical to good 

administration and to consistency in decision-making to oblige all decision-makers to treat 

each decision entirely on its own, without reference to previous decisions or criteria 

designed to serve the public interest. " 

Accordingly, it is possible for the Minister to clarify the approach to be taken when considering 

an application for an aquaculture licence 49  by issuing a policy directive. 

To date, the Minister has not issued any policy directives under section 62 of the 1997 Act. 

The Minister has issued policy directives under section 3(2) of the Fisheries (Amendment) Act 

2003 (as amended by the Sea-Fishers and Maritime Jurisdiction Act 2006) (the "2003 Act" )50 

4.3 What types of policy directives could the Minister give? 

Based on the analysis in this submission we summarise below three options for policy 

directives. There may of course be other initiatives that would benefit from being 

encompassed in policy directives as the Minister determines to be appropriate 

(a) Technical guidance 

MHI believes that it would be helpful for the Minister to issue policy directives as to 

certain technical matters. This type of guidance is given in other environmental 

licensing regimes. For example, under the IPC licensing regime, which is 

administered by the EPA, the EPA issues technical guidance notes. The guidance 

notes set out, for example, the best available technique for performing various 

48. [2010] IESC 28 

49. These matters to which the licensing authority shall have regard are listed in section 61 of the 1997 Act. 

50. A full list of the Policy Directives issued under section 3(2) of the 2003 Act is available at 
http://www_agriculture.gov ieiseafoodlseafishenesadmirnstrationifishinaboatiicencmal 
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industrial activities. The EPA considers applications for IPC licences in light of these 
guidance notes. The guidance can evolve over time as technology improves. 

As with the IPC regime, the Department could issue technical guidance documents. 
The Minister could then issue a policy directive that all applications for aquaculture 
licences be assessed by reference to the technical guidance documents. The 
existence of such guidance documents and policy directives could provide useful 
guidance for applicants and the licensing authority and reduce the perceived need for 
the licensing authority to consider an applicant's scientific material from "first 
principles" every time it receives an application. 

(b) Time frame for decision-making 

The Independent Review Group could recommend that the Minister issue a policy 
directive51  which requires ALAB, when notifying the parties to an appeal that an 
extension of time is required, to give the reasons for which the extension. This 
practice would increase transparency and also allow the applicant to assist ALAS, for 
example by anticipating information which ALAB might require to determine the 
application in light of the reasons given for the delay. 

(c) Terms of aquaculture licences 

New aquaculture licensing templates were announced in a press release issued by 
the Minister on 5 December 20115`. The new templates provide for Standing Stock 
Biomass to be used as the measurement for the limit of production capacity at a finfish 
aquaculture site. However, the licensing authority is continuing to issue finfish 
aquaculture licences which measure the limit of production capacity by reference to an 
annual maximum production limit (eg harvested annual tonnage). 

The Minister could issue a policy directive that all future aquaculture licences issued 
by the licensing authority are in the same format as the new licence templates, use 
Standing Stock Biomass as the measurement of the limit of production capacity and 
do not dictate the time of year at which stocks must be harvested. This type of policy 
directive must be considered by the licensing authority and is thus a more effective 
mechanism to set policy than a press release. This type of licence would put the Irish 
licensing regime on an even footing with the Scottish and Norwegian aquaculture 
licensing regimes, both of which use 'Maximum Standing Biomass' as the 
measurement of the limit of production capacity. 

(d) Other policy directives 

Other Ministerial policy directives are suggested at the relevant points throughout this 
submission. 

These types of Ministerial policy directive may benefit from a short prior consultation before 
issue, but the process should not be delayed by any such consultation. Indeed the 

51. As permitted by section 62 of 1997 Act 

52. Press release available at - 
htto./iwww.agriculture.aov.ieipressioressreleases/2011idecember/title.59997 .en.html 
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consultation for this independent review would be more than adequate to inform a number of 

policy directives. 
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5 Environmental Impact Statements 

5.1 Road block: The requirement to submit an environmental impact statement with licence 
renewal applications 

The 1998 Regulations require the submission of an EIS and the carrying out of an EIA more 

often than is required by the European Environmental Impact Assessment Directive 53  or the 

case law of the European Court of Justice ("ECY). 

There is a lack of engagement between the licensing authority and the applicant prior to the 

submission of an EIS, despite the 1997 Act making provision for engagement on the EIS 

aspect of an application prior to submission of the application. 

5.2 What do the licensing regulations currently require? 

Under the 1998 Regulations, a renewal of a licence is treated the same way as an initial 

application for a licence 54. An application for a renewal of an aquaculture licence must be 

made in accordance with the regulation S55. Applications for certain aquaculture licencesJS, for 

example a seawater salmonid breeding installation (other than for trial or research purposes 

where the output would not exceed 50 tonnes), must be accompanied by a full EIS and are 

subjected to a full EIA and this requirement applies to the renewal of those licences, even if 

there are no significant environmental changes on renewal. 

5.3 Are the current requirements necessary under European and Irish law? 

The 1998 Regulations require EIS and EIA to be carried out as part of almost every renewal 

application (except for very limited circumstances). We are not aware of any other 

environmental licensing regime or industry which requires repeated submissions of EIS and 

carrying out of EIA if the project has not significantly changed. 

The European Environmental Impact Assessment Directive only requires the submission of an 

EIS where there has been a significant adverse change to the environmental effects caused 

by the EPA licensed activity. Section 13 of Annex II of the Directive provides that an EIA is 

required for: 

" [a]ny change or extension of project [that required EIA], already authorised, executed or in 

the process of being executed which may have significant adverse effects on the 

environment..." 

53. Directive 2011 / 92 / EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the 
assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment, as implemented by 
various Irish legislative provisions (full list available at 
http /iwww.housinq gov.ie/sitesidefault/files/migrated- 
files'en/Leoislation/DeveloomentandHousina/Plannina/FHeDownLoad'>!;2C33203°C,2Cen odf) , as 
amended by Directive 2014 / 52 / EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on 
the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment. 

54, Regulation 1 of the 1998 Regulations 

55. Regulation 4 of the 1998 Regulations 

56. Specified in regulation 5(1) of the 1998 Regulations 
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Where there has been a change or extension in the aquaculture activity, whether that change 
is significant enough to warrant an EIS must be considered in accordance with the relevant 
criteria. Guidance issued by the EPA defines a 'significant impact', in the context of an EIS, as 

"[a]n impact which, by its character, magnitude, duration or intensity alters a sensitive 
aspect of the environment". 

Under the planning legislation, the relevant test for whether a change in a development 
already authorised will require an EIS is as follows: 

"[a]ny change or extension of development already authorised, executed or in the process 
of being executed ... which would.- ... 

result in an increase in size greater than — 

- 25 percent, or 

- an amount equal to 50 per cent of the appropriate threshold, 

whichever is the greater.""' 

Whilst aquaculture licences must currently be renewed from time to time58, if there have been 
no significant environmental changes then the European Environmental Impact Assessment 
Directive does not require an EIS and EIA upon renewal of the aquaculture licence. 

In line with the European Environmental Impact Assessment Directive, an EIS should only be 
required upon renewal if there has been a significant change sufficient to warrant an EIS. 
Accordingly, it is clear that the current requirements to submit an EIS as part of a renewal 
application under the 1998 Regulations, is neither necessary nor required under European 
law. 

5.4 How can the environmental impact statement requirements be streamlined? 

The 1998 Regulations have already been amended once to slightly restrict the circumstances 
in which an EIS must be submitted 59 - 

The Minister could amend the 1998 Regulations further, in line with the requirements of the 
European Environmental Impact Assessment Directive and the Irish implementing legislation, 
to provide that an EIS only needs to be submitted with an application for the renewal of an 
aquaculture licence if there would be a significant adverse change to the environmental effects 
caused by the change to the licensed activity or using the same types of thresholds as in the 
planning legislation. 

57. Section 13, Schedule 5 (Part 2), Planning and Development Regulations 2001, SI No 600/2001 (as 
amended). 

58. As the maximum duration of a licence is 20 years — section 15(2) of the 1997 Act 

59. The insertion of regulation 4A into the 1998 Regulations by regulation 4 of the European Union 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Aquaculture) Regulations 2012 
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6 Natura Impact Statements 

6.1 Road block: the Natura Impact Statement and Appropriate Assessment when no 
detailed conservation objectives have been set for the site 

The Natura Impact Statement ("NIS") and Appropriate Assessment process is a separate 

process to EIS and EIA. The NIS and appropriate assessment process is undertaken under 

the EU Habitats Directive. The overall aim of the Habitats Directive60  is to maintain or restore 

the favourable conservation status of habitats and species of community interest for which a 

site has been designated as a Natura 2000 site (sometimes called a European Site). 

The licensing authority, when considering an application for an aquaculture licence (either a 

new licence or renewal) is obliged to conduct screening to ascertain whether the licensing 

authority must undertake an appropriate assessment under the Habitats Directive. If 

Appropriate Assessment is required, an applicant is obliged to submit a Natura Impact 

Statement. The June 2016 licence application guidance notes61  state that an NIS should be 

included in applications for Marine Finfish Licences located within or adjacent to Natura 2000 

sites. 

The conservation objectives for Natura 2000 sites (ie, SACS62  and SPAS 63, being sites within 

the Natura 2000 network) are determined under Article 4 of the Habitats Directive. 

Conservation objectives for SACS and SPAS must be set for the habitats and species for 

which the sites are selected 64. The objectives are intended to ensure that the relevant habitats 

and species present on a site are maintained in a favourable condition/conservation status. 

These objectives are used when carrying out appropriate assessments for projects that might 

impact on these sites. 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (the "NPWS") website states that a "process is 

underway for setting detailed site-specific conservation objectives for these habitats and 

60. Council Directive 92 / 42 / EU, as amended by Council Directive 97 / 621 EC, Regulation (EC) No 1882 / 
2003, Council Directive 2006 / 105 / EC and as amended by Act of Accession of Austria, Sweden and 
Finland (adapted by Council Decision 95/l/EC, Euratom, ECSC), Act concerning the conditions of 
accession of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of 
Latvia, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of Poland, 
the Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic and the adjustments to the Treaties on which the 
European Union is founded and as amended by the Corrigendum to that Directive) (the "Habitats 
Directive") 

61. Available at 
https:)/www.agricuiture.gov.ie/media/migration/seafood/aguacultureforeshoremanagementiformsdownloa  
ds/Aguacultureappguidelines0616_pdf  

62. A Special Area of Conservation ("SAC") is defined in regulation 2 of the 2011 Regulations, which were 
implemented with the stated purpose of giving effect to the Habitats Directive and Directive 2009 / 147 / 
EC (the "Birds Directive"), as: 

"a site of Community importance designated by a Member State pursuant to Article 4(4) of the 
Habitats Directive through a statutory, administrative or contractual act, or any combination thereof, 
where the necessary conservation measures are applied for the maintenance or restoration, at a 
favourable conservation status, of either or both the natural habitats and the populations of the 
species for which the site is designated." 

63. A Special Protection Area ("SPA") is defined in regulation 2 of the 2011 Regulations as: 

"an area classified pursuant to Article 4(1) or 4(2) of the Birds Directive as a special protection area. 

64. https://www.n[)ws.ie/protected-sitesrconservation-management-planning  
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species" and provides a list of sites that have detailed conservation objectives. Site specific 

conservation objectives aim to define favourable conservation conditions for these habitats or 

species at the site level. 

The NPWS website notes that generic conservation objectives have been compiled for the 

remaining Natura 2000 sites. These objectives are available to downloadCS  

In the context of aquaculture licensing, the licensing authority raises questions for an applicant 

who is required to submit an NIS when no site-specific "conservation objectives" have been 

set for a Natura 2000 site. 

We are instructed that, in aquaculture licensing, the licensing authority may refuse to 

undertake an Appropriate Assessment based on the generic objectives. We understand that 

this approach is based on an interpretation of the decision of the ECJ in Commission v 

Irelands, namely that it is not possible to carry out an Appropriate Assessment of a Natura 

2000 Site until site-specific conservation objectives have been set. This process has led to 

lengthy delays as the process of setting detailed site-specific objectives has taken many 

years. 

This approach is contrary to that taken by other environmental licensing authorities in Ireland, 

which use the generic objectives if no site-specific objectives are available. 

6.2 What does the legislation require in terms of conservation objectives? 

The legislation' provides that a screening for Appropriate Assessment must take place in 

respect of a "plan or project' to assess whether it is likely to have a significant effect on a 

European Site. The guidance note6B  on Appropriate Assessment which was issued by the 

Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government (now the Department of 

Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government) (revised on 11 February 2010) states 

that: 

"...existing plans and projects that are modified or undergo new or periodic consents or 
authorisations, are captured by Appropriate Assessment requirements." 

The application for an aquaculture licence (either a new licence or a renewal), constitutes a 

project for the purposes of the 2011 Regulations and is therefore subject to screening to 

assess whether it is likely to have a significant effect on a European Site. 

The Minister, or ALAB, in carrying out its screening can require the submission of an NIS by 

the applicant'. 

Regulation 16 of the 2011 Regulations provides that a public authorityi°: 

65. Further information available here - https://www.nows.ie/protected-sites/conservation-manaaement-
plannina 

66. Case C-418 / 04 

67. The 2011 Regulations 

68. Available here -.https://www.npws.ie/sites/default/files/publicafions/pdf/NPWS  2009 AA Guidance.odf 

69. As provided for by regulation 42(3)(a) of the 2011 Regulations 
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"...shall give consent for a plan or project ... only after having determined that the plan or 

project shall not adversely affect the integrity of a European Site." 

An NIS is defined" as: 

"...a report comprising the scientific examination of a plan or project and the relevant 

European Site or European Sites, to identify and characterise any possible implications of 

the plan or project individually or in combination with other plans or projects in view of the 

conservation obiectives of the site or sites, and any further information, including, but not 

limited to, any plans, maps or drawings, scientific information or data required to enable the 

carrying out of an Appropriate Assessment." (emphasis added) 

"Conservation objectives" are defined 72  as: 

"...in relation to a European Site, means the maintenance and restoration of the habitat 

and species in respect of which the site has been identified as a European Site at 

favourable conservation status or their restoration to favourable conservation status, and 

shall include such particular objectives as the Minister may from time to time establish for 

those purposes under Regulation 26." (emphasis added) 

6.3 Can generic objectives be used for the purposes of NIS and Appropriate Assessment? 

It is clear that an NIS must be prepared: "...in view of the conservation objectives of the site or 

sites" and the Appropriate Assessment must be based on those objectives. Where detailed 

site-specific objectives have been established by the NPWS, those objectives must be used. 

However, based on a reasonable interpretation of European law and on the Irish legislative 

definition of conservation objectives if there are no detailed site-specific objectives for the 

relevant site, then we do not believe that there is any legal bar to using the generic objectives. 

The definition of "conservation objectives" makes it clear that the objectives "include" (but are 

not limited to) any particular objectives, but the generic objectives meet the legislative 

definition and requirements. 

By way of back-up to this position, the generic objectives are used by environmental 

regulators in the Appropriate Assessment process for other industries in Ireland, apart from 

aquaculture licensing. The guidance issued by the Commission 73  regarding aquaculture 

provides that: 

"!f no specific conservation objectives have been set then it can be taken that the 

conservation objective is to prevent further deterioration of the site and its target features 

from the time it was included in the Natura 2000 network." 

70. As defined in regulation 2 of the 2011 Regulations, which includes the Minister and ALAB 

71. In regulation 2 of the 2011 Regulations 

72. In regulation 2 of the 2011 Regulations 

73. "Guidance on Aquaculture and Natura 2000 — Sustainable aquaculture activities in the context of the 
Natura 2000 Network" - European Commission — 2012, available here -
htta:/Iec.eurODa.eu/environment/natLire/natur@2000/manaoement/docs/Apua-N2000°/`20auide.r)df 
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Accordingly, it appears to be acceptable for an NIS and Appropriate Assessment to be carried 

out by reference to generic conservation objectives, which are available for all Natura 2000 

sites. Aquaculture licensing should not be held up by delays in setting detailed site-specific 

objectives for Natura 2000 sites. 
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7 Licence Fees and Funding Structure 

7.1 Road block: perceived funding or resource constraint with the licensing authority 

In many environmental licensing regimes the objectives of the licensing authority, interested 

parties and of the industry to achieve prompt decision-making can be met by difficulties of a 

lack of funding or resources for the licensing authority to process applications. 

Section 64 of the 1997 Act permits the Minister to set fees for aquaculture licence applications 

and renewals. The fees are set out in Fees Regulation S74  and vary from approximately €63 to 

approximately €635. Obviously, these levels of fee bear no relation to the resources in 

processing the licensing applications. Section 64(3) of the 1997 Act states that: "Every fee 

received by the Minister under this section shall be paid into, and be disposed of for the 

benefit of, the Exchequer in such manner as the Minister for Finance shall direct." 

In considering the funding of an environmental licensing regime, questions arise as to: 

■ whether it is appropriate to alter the licence fees and to direct that those fees be used 

for the benefit of the aquaculture licensing process, to ensure prompt, robust decision-

making? 

■ whether it is appropriate for strategic or other complex projects to be levied with a 

higher licence fee that better reflects the cost of processing the licence in return for 

prompt, robust decision-making? 

7.2 How have other licensing regimes adapted their fees? 

In the planning regime, in 2006, the application fees for certain strategic infrastructure projects 

were raised. Those increased fees are directed to the costs of processing the application. In 

that regime, the applicant pays an additional amount if the cost of processing the application is 

greater than the application fee. If the cost of processing the application is less than the 

application fee a refund of the unused amount is paid to the applicant. This change in 

licensing fees was combined with setting an objective of decision-making to within 18 weeks of 

the date of receiving the public submissions (which is generally approximately seven weeks 

from the date of publication of the notice of application). That 18-week objective is often, 

though not always, met. 

While the levels of fees are high, and are not suggested here, the costs incurred by both 

applicants and licensing authorities in processes where applications take a number of years 

can greatly increase over time. For example, during a multi-year process, regulation moves 

on and applications may need to be reassessed imposing costs on the applicant, interested 

observers and on the licensing authority. 

It is open to the Minister under section 64 of the 1997 Act to increase the licensing fees for 

certain categories of aquaculture licence or for activities of certain degrees of magnitude. 

Scaled fees could also be applied, as the EPA does for small and large activities. However, if 

the industry was to be levied with such fee increases, in order to achieve fairness of approach, 

the fees would have to be directed to fund the application process and be accompanied by 

measurable improvements in processing time. 

74. The Aquaculture (Licence Application and Fees) Regulations 1998 
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8 Foreshore and Aquaculture Licensing 

8.1 Road block: the requirement to obtain a foreshore licence 

Under the Foreshore Acts 1933 — 2014 (the "Foreshore Acts") a lease or a licence must be 
obtained from the Minister for works undertaken on the foreshore which are deemed to be any 
function in respect of an activity which is wholly or primarily for the use, development or 
support of aquaculture. In aquaculture, the type of activity which takes place on the foreshore 
can involve the placement of permanent equipment, such as anchors or navigational buoys, or 
the placement of temporary equipment, for example, a water pipe75, on the foreshore. The 
perceived requirement that the operator of an aquaculture facility must obtain a separate 
foreshore licence for placement of any equipment, even a temporary freshwater pipe, creates 
an additional administrative burden. The imposition of this requirement by the authority is not 
required by the legislation and causes further unnecessary expense and delay in the operation 
of aquaculture facilities. 

8.2 The solution 

Short Term 

Section 3(3) of the Foreshore Acts allows the Minister to grant a foreshore licence by way of 
written permission where the licence is trivial in character. It is clearly the case that the 
placement of temporary equipment on the foreshore, for example running a water pipe to a 
boat, is trivial and accordingly there is no requirement for the holder of an aquaculture licence 
holder to apply for, and obtain, a full foreshore licence for this type of activity. The 
Independent Licensing Review Group could recommend that the Minister automatically issue 
the written permission referred to in section 3(3) of the Foreshore Acts at the same time as the 
granting of an aquaculture licence by the licensing authority. 

Long Term 

The General Scheme of Maritime Area and Foreshore (Amendment) Bill 2013 (the "2013 Bill") 
proposes to combine the planning permission and foreshore licensing regimes. 

Given that the Minister is responsible for issuing foreshore licences to the operators of 
aquaculture facilities, it would be more efficient for any conditions pertaining to aquaculture, 
that are currently dealt with by foreshore licensing, to be addressed in the aquaculture licence 
itself. The 2013 Bill is an opportunity for the necessary legislative framework to combine the 
aquaculture and foreshore licensing regimes into a single process to be put in place or, at the 
very least, for provision to be made for the placement of temporary equipment on the 
foreshore to be permitted under the terms of an aquaculture licence alone. 

75. In the same way that a farmer might run a water hose across a public road from one field to another on a 
temporary basis. 
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~ 00228-17: T6/202 - Deenish Submission to 

Minister 
To: Minister Author: John Quinlan 
Status: Completed Ois ner: Quinlan. John 
Purpose: For Decision Reviewers: Beamish. Cecil 

~L
1,ision/Office: Coastal lone Management 

Decision By: 

Final Comment 

Nfinister agrees that meeting a ith Legal Division and others should go ahead and further 
submission is made containing recommendation on specific course of action. 

Action Required 

For Ministerial Decision. No I L: In ~ ie`ti of the size of the submission a hard copy %% ah 
supporting documentation has also been submitted. 

Executive Summary 

Fhe purpose of the submission is to update the ;Minister on de-velopments relating to the 

harvesting of salmon bN 'Marine I Iar~est Ireland in excess of what is permitted under the terms 

of the Aquaculture Licence at the abotie site:. Condition ?(e) of the licence states that: "the 

Licensee shall not lamest more than 500 tonnes (dead it-eight) of sahiion hi ap3- vile calendar 

Year" but in the %ear 2'01 to the operator harvested 1108.91 tonnes of salmon from the site %% hick 

represented an excess of 131.78% o%er the permitted tonnage under the licence conditions. 

And to recommend: 

(a) That the 'Minister determines that Condition ?(e) of the applicable aquaculture licence 

which sets out the harvest limits has been breached by the operator. 
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(b) That the Minister treat as discontinued the entitlement of Silver King Seafoods Ltd. 

(Subsidiary Company of Marine Han-est Ireland) to continue aquaculture operations under the 

provisions of Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act. 

Comments 

(30.111 /20 17 09:55:59) Aidan ODriscoll: The papers in this submission are quite detailed 
and complex. The recommendation (see "next steps") is that these issues be further 
examined with legal division and others. I propose to go ahead with this meeting to 
develop a specific recommendation for action. I am therefore forwarding this submission 
at this stage: for the Minister's information and an indication of whether he wishes to meet 
to discuss the case at this time or to await the outcome of the meeting referred to above. 
(17!11/2017 12:16:34) Cecil Beamish: Hard Copy file to follow for ease of reference 
(17!11 12017 12,13:29) Cecil Beamish: Secretary General, This file relates to a salmon 
farm in Ballinskelligs Bay, Caherdaniel, Co. Kerry operated by a subsidiary of Marine 
I larvest Ireland under licence from the Minister. The issue The core point at issue: is that 
the licence contains a condition that: "the licence: shall not harvest more: than 500 tonnes 
(dead weight) of salmon in any one calendar year." Records submitted by the company 
suggest that 1108.91 tonnes were produced on this site in 2016. This core fact is not 
contested. The matter is however complicated by the fact that the licence which was 
granted in 1997 has , on plain reading, expired in February 2007 simply by the effluxion 
of time. However, this is not the case. Section 19(A) 4 of the 1997 Act provides that : "a 
licencee who has applied for renewal or further renewill of an aquaculture licence shall 
notwithstanding the expiration of the period for which the licence was granted or renewed 
but subject otherwise to the terms and conditions of the licence be entitled to continue the 
aquaculture or operations in relation to aquaculture: authorised by the licence pending 'a 
decision on the said application." It is on the basis of Section I9(A) 4 that the firm 
currently operates and that requires it operate subject to the terms and conditions of the 
licence. The legal contention, 

n s ort, Me term is subject tot e . UU tonne per annum production limit, by virtue 
of its licence. If the Ninister were to determine that the terms and conditions of the old 
licence are not respected it is contended in the submission beneath and in the legal 
advices given that the: efTect automatically would be that the firms statutory entitlement to 
continue farming at the site would cease, effectively closing the enterprise at that farm. 
While this is the perceived consequence it would undoubtedly be tested. The Submission 
The issues addressed in this fill must be considered within the legal framework 
applicable and taking account of the specificities of the case and the Legal Advices 
available (Tab 7). Mr. Quinian's submission below is well presented and laid out. It 
traverses the issues in relation to this matter and should be read fully in conjunction with 
the following and with the other documentation on File. The: Aquaculture legislation does 
not provide for graduated sanctions and there are limited options available to the 
Minister, as set out in Mr. Quinlan's submission. In this case, the core issue is that the: 
proposed consequence of determining that a breach occurred in relation to this specific: 
licence condition is to cease all activity on this farm. N11r. Quinlan's extensive submission 
recommends that the Minister determine that the harvest limit in the licence has been 
breached and that the Nfinister treat as discontinued the entitlement of the company to 
continue aquaculture operations at the site. Key issues around this course of action that 
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~d ill undoubtedly be tested and fall for consideration in determining this course of action 
arc reasonableness, public interest and proportionality and in the tollowing I will 
endeavour to tease these out a little further to inform further any decision which falls to 
be made in this case. The Company's defence The company's defence to the matter relies 
on a variety of arguments which are all on file and examined legally in the file and in the 
submission. Firstly, the company would like the licence in this respect to be something 
other than it is and this does not seem to me to be pertinent. The company seeks to look 
behind conditions of the licence and speculate as to what might have been intended and 
construct a defence on that basis. That does not seem valid. The company argues that the 
licence is "out of date' in terms of parameters and terminology. The company points out 
that it applied for renewal in 2007 and then seeks to argue that the old licence should 
operate on different parameters informed by modern aquaculture thinking. The delay in 
determining the reneeeal application is understandably frustrating to all concerned, 
including the State side. The delay-  is due to the fact that the firm operates in a Natura 
2000 site and following the ECJ judgement against Ireland in 2007, no determination can 
be made in a Natura 3000 site until multi-year biological data was gathered on the site. 
scientific conservation interests were determined for the site by NPNVS. a detailed 
appropriate assessment is carried out on the site and only then can the licensing process 
move forward to determination in respect of an aquaculture operations in this Natura 
2000 site. At this point the multi year scientific data has been collected, the scientific: 
interests to be protected in Kenniare Bay have been identified and the appropriate 
assessment for Kenmare Bay has been completed. However. as this is a salmon farming 
operation ELI law requires that an EIS is carried out by the operator. An EIS for this site 
is currently awaited from the company. In short consideration of a licence renewal is on 
going. in the way that it must proceed under I:U and National law and in accordance: with 
the process agreed with the ELt Commission following the ECJ Judgement. 
Notes ithstanding the delay in determining the renewal. this matter must be considered 
under the terms of the: old licence under «hick the firm operates. Those Terms and 
Conditions must be respected it is contended to maintain the Statutory entitlement under 
Section 19(A) 4 which provides tile basis on which the firm continues to operate. The 
other defences raised by the compan} are addressed in Mr. Quinlan's submission and in 
the Legal Advices (Tab 7). A consistent defence stated by the compan is that, because 
the Fish taken for harvest from the site were killed elseeehere. then no harvest actuall-v 
occurred on site and hence no harvest limit applies or was breached. The fish taken from 
the site N% ere not mo%ed to other sites for on growing. but instead were moved for 
immediate slaughter and processing. The fish removed were "harvestable". were removed 
from the site for -harvest" and were " har%este:d". hence it is hard to See hoer this defence 
could stand up. In summary, on the face of it. it does appear that a quantity in excess of 
the harvest limit was -harvested-  from the site in 2016. The issue is %%hat is the 
appropriate thing to do in the circumstances and this is more complicated, Mr. Quinlan's 
submission argues for treating as discontinued the right to operate. In effect. the logic is 
that by determining the breach the Statutor) entitlement to continue operating under 
Section 19 (A) 4. This is a strong punitive result arising from the determination of a 
breach in one instance, which effectively closes the operation at this site. Some Legal 
Considerations The follo-%e ing legal considerations, in addition to those set out in Mr 
Quinlan's submission which should be read in conjunction. should be borne in mind in 
wei hint= up the approoriate course of action in this matter. The legal advice on rile (Tab 
71 
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would be in the public interest to take such action. Marine Harvest Ireland argued that no 
environmental damage was done by the level of production on the site and the 
Department has no evidence to refute this. Nfarine I larvest Ireland's other public interest 
arguments relate to the viability of the firm and the employment it creates (Tab 6A). The 
leeel advice on file (Tab 7) states that : 

larine Harvest Ireland have already strongly contested the merits of the 
tonnage limit arguing that it vas outdated and did not represent modem regulatory 
practices. The licence at issue here was amended by the Minister and confirmed by 
ALAB in 2012 fora trial period to early 2015 to allo%v for a different control provision, 
based on Maximum Allowable Biomass. In effect, the Minister removed the 500 tonne 
limit tar a Trial period and replaced it with a different type of limit based on biomass. 
That trial adjustment to the licence ended on 31'03!2015. Thus while: production in 2016 
%%-as governed by the 500 tone limit condition Marine Harvest argue: that the: maximum 
production limitation was changed for a period by the Minister and they will undoubtedly 
argue that this strengthens their contention that the condition is outdated. The company 
have submitted expert evidence supporting this view. Undoubtedly. this approach will be 
employed to test the "reasonableness" of any decision that the licence term was breached 
and the "proportionality" of thereby removing the right to continue aquaculture 
operations on the site. Those arguments coupled with the lack of State evidence of 
environmental damage: caused by the increased level of production will undoubtedly-  be 
used to test it any action taken meet,; the "public interest" test. Whilst the trial licence 
approach, based on maxitnum allowable biomass, came to an end and the tonnage limit 
was in place in 2016, the mere fact that the Minister allowed this to be "trialed" at this 
site and supported the general merits of an approach based on a biomass limit, will, be 
used by the company to argue against the "public interest" being served by taking action 
which results in discontinuance of the: enterprise at this site based on a breach of the 
tonnage limit. These tests and potential vulnerabilities in relation to the reasonableness 
and public interest must be weighed against the reasons stated in the underlying 
submission and in deciding whether or not to take the action recommended in the 
submission beneath and much of this resolves to legal advice and legal argument. 
Amendment of Licence It is worth considering; separately the question of amending the 
Licence , %vhich is not an alternative to punitive: action but is worthy of consideration on 
its own merits. Section 19 of the submission addresses the question of whether or not the: 
Minister can amend the licence. 

owever the Minister can make an amendment to the 
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licence "if it is in not being properly maintained", but it must be "in the public interest to 
do so." One of the dimensions of this matter is that the apparent breach of the production 
limit for 2016 was detected by the Department in late February 2017. when the company 
forwarded its harvest records f'or the site. Harvesting had gone on progressively day by 
day according to the company records on file from the start of October 2016 tci the end of 
December. The 500 tonnes limit would have been breached according to the Harvest 
records b% mid October. Determining any injurious environmental impact t,,ould have 
required inspections in the October — December period but as the harvest figures did not 
have to be reported in real time, the type of determination %%as not facilitated. It could be 
argued that an amendment of the licence which required real time harvest notification or 
pre-notification would be in tllc public interest, to allow any volume breach to be detected 
contemporaneous with the fish being in the water so as address the issue immediately and 
carry out any necessary investigations into possible injurious environmental impact. Such 
a determination would assist the Minister moving quickly. in weighing any action in the 
public interest and in defending any such action when taken. The issue of making an 
amendment to the company's licence as set out above is an issue which might also be 
considered by the: Minister. Next Steps Mr. Quinlan's submission covers the issues and 
consideration of those issues and should be read in full. That submission makes one 
recommendation which is to determine that the company breached the licence and that as 
a consequence their right to continue operations under Section 19(A) 4 is removed by 
virtue of the breach. On the face of it this is a logical summation of the position. However 
given its consequences in terms of ceasing the legal right to operate at all on this farm the 
legal advice: is 

arises is whether or not there is some public interest merit in amending the licence in 
respect of reporting, pre- reporting harvest tonnages. Such an amendment could not be 
seen as punitive or a sanction in relation to a breach. Rather such a course of action %%ould 
be in the public interest to allow better real time environmental assessment of such a 
future breach. As a next step and as any course: of action is strongly framed w ]thin a 
judgement and %%eighinu of the legal issues and considerations. 1 would recommend that a 
further meeting might be advisable invoKing the head of legal services, yourself and the 
relevant other officials involved. It would be a matter for the Minister as to whether or 
not he would wish to be a party to any such meeting to hear and tease out the issues. in 
any e%ent. the meeting would, l suggest be necessary before the file is finally considered 
by the Minister for decision. C Bc:amish 17.1 1 , ?017 
(01 f 111 017 10:55:33) John Quinlan: The attached submission and supporting 
documentation is c:omprehensi%e in nature and contains a clear recommendation. Due to 
the size of the Submission a hard copy has also been for%%arded. 

Detailed Information 

Recommendation to treat as dkcoiitinued the entitlement cif Silverking Seafoods Ltd 

(Subsidiary Company of Marine Harvc.st Ireland) to continue aquaculture operations 

under the prcavWons of Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act 
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(T6/202 - Deenish) 

Submission to the Minister 

From: John Quinlan, Principal Officer, Aquaculture & Foreshore Management Division. 

TO: 1) Dr Beamish, Assistant Secretary 

2) Secretary General 

3) Runai Aire 

Date: I" November 2017 

1. Purpose of the Submission 

The purpose of the submission is to update: the Minister on developments relating to the 

harvesting of salmon by Marine Harvest Ireland in excess of v hat is permitted under the terms 

or the Aquaculture Licence at the above site. Condition 2(e) of the licence states that: "the 

Licensee shall not harvest njore than 500 tonnes (dead weiag ht) of solntnn in any one calendw 
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rear" but in the year 2016 the operator harvested 1108.91 tonnes of salmon from the site which 

-epresented an excess of' 121.78% a%er the permitted tonnage: under the licence conditions. 

And to recommend: 

fa) That the Minister determines that Condition 2(e) of the applicable aquaculture licence 

«hick Sets out the harvest limits has been breached by the operator. 

('b) That the Minister treat as discontinued the entitlement of Silver lying Seafoods Ltd. 

(Sukidiar. Company of Marine Harvest Ireland) to continue aquaculture operations under the 

provisions of Section 19(A).1 of the 1997 Fisheries (,Amendment) Act. 

2. Background 

The licence in question C16 202) «a5 held b~ Siher King 5e.efcwds Limited, a \,.hell\ u«ned 

subsidian of Marine Harvest Ireland. The: licence expired on 15`" February 2007 and as a 

renewal application has been received by the Department. the: relevant aquaculture activity is 

governed under the pro%isinns of Section 11)(A)4 under the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) tact 

which states: 

l liceni-ee who hits applied for the rene ival or furlher renewal of an aquaculture lice Lice 

shall, notivithstantling the e-vpiration of the period for which the licence was granted or 

renewed but subject otherivise to the terms and conditions of the licence, be entitled to 

continue the aquaculture or operations in relation to aquaculture authorised b3- the licence 

pending the decisiott on the said application." 

The .Aquaculture & Foreshore: Management Division (AFNID) has. on foot of inspections 

conducted at the site by the N-larine: Engineering Division. given detailed consideration tc 

possible breaches of aquaculture licence conditions bN the Company. 
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This submission and the recommendation contained therein is based on harvested torinage in 

excess of the permitted cap. The figures in question have been supplied by the operator. 

The full text of the licence is attached at TAB 1. 

3. Temporary :amendment to the Aquaculture Licence granted in October 2012 (Pilot 

Project) 

The company applied for a temporary amendment of the Aquaculture Licence in 2011 so as to 

facilitate a once-oft pilot project involving the use of maximum standing stock biomass as a 

means of gauging and capping production capacity rather than tonnage. The temporary ,  

amendment was granted by the Aquaculture Licences Appeals Board (ALAS) on 31'` October I 

2012. This temporary amendment ceased on 31" March 2013 and the Company received a 

%vritten reminder to this effect on 27`x` March 2015. A condition of this amendment was that it 

"is strietlt,  a once off pilot for this site on1j,  and that any repeat of the stocking pattern ►roulrl 

have to be considered, miter alia, itr light of the outcome of the monitoring and the progres.f 

of the implementation of overall licensing policy to►rardv the use of "rrta imunr standing 

stock biomass" as a control point in licence terms and conditions". 

a. liarvestinb  in excess of maximum permitted under the terms and conditions of the 

:Aquaculture Licence 

(Now operating however under the provisions of Section 19(A)~} of the 1997 Fisheries 

Amendment Act) 

The key points in relation to the temporar}' amendment %khich facilitated the pilot project are: 

1. The amendment was time bound and expired on 31" March 2015. 
2. Marine Harvest Ireland were written to on 271" March 2015 and were reminded of the 

expiry of the amendment. 
3. The Marine Harvest Ireland report on the Pilot Study dated 20`h  January 2015 

acknowledged that the amendment was for two years duration. 
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Details of the conditions of the Pilot Study. Communications and Reports are attached at TAB 

3a-c. 

5. l nuinccrin Reports and Company response of 291" .lanuan 2016 

the Department's Marine Engineering Division (N1CD) carried out an inspection at the site on 

the 2" t̀  July 2015. The NI D Report ads ised of an excess stock of smolts in the order of 840n 

and also referred to the permitted har,.est limit of _00 tonnes (dead «eight) in a } e:ir. 

The Engineering Report %tas fonvarded to the Company on 6 h̀  .January 2016. The Company 

was ad%ised that remedial actions necessan on foot of the Engineering Report should be 

completed «ithin 2 «eeks of the letter that issued. Un 29'" January 2016 the Company 

responded and raised the folluu ing key points, 

I. The compam queried the accuraeN (if' the NI Report in respect cif the type offish 
stocked ( smolts v salmon). 

2. The Compan} stated that no hart est had taken place at the site (in 2015 ) 
~. The Company Stated there had been no exceedance of the maximum hameit allo%%ahle. 

The Engineering Report is attached at TAB 2a. 

b. Meeting witli the Company 14`" March 2016 

l'he Department convened a meeting with the Company on 14'h  March 2016. The purpose of 

the: meeting 8vas to afford the Company an opportuntt% to outline further its position on 

overstocking in respect of Deenish and also another site at Inishfarnard which has been the 

subject of a separate submission. At the meeting the Department provided an overview of' its 

position. including the Engineering Report of 2" Jule 2015 and the tact that the Pilot 
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Programme concerning measurement based on biomass had ended on 31" 'March 2015. 1-he 

Department noted the Company's response contained in its letter of 29"' January 2016. 

At the meetint, the: Compan} said it could not state %what tonnage «ould be harvested but in any 

event ham-esting would not occur from the site as the fish %vould be removed in the same 

manner as Innisfarnard. The Department restated its position that it regarded removal of fish 

from the site for slaughter as representing harvesting from the site in accordance with condition 

2 (e) of the licence. 

A copy of the Company's letter of 29"' January 2016 is attached at TAB 2c. 

The Summary Report of the meeting is attached at TAB 2e. 

7. liarvest Data for 2016 

In response to a request from the Department, Marine Hanest Ireland supplied harvest data for 

2016 on 24 f̀' Februan.-  2017 and also confirmed that there had been no harvest in 2017. The 

details are as follows: 

• Total Harvest (Dead Weight) for 2016 was 1108.91 tonnes. 
• "I'he harvest figure is 121.78% in excess of what is permitted under licence condition No. 

2(e). 

• 20 t 6 harvest took place; bet%veen 2" t̀  October 2016 and 21" December 2016. 
• Based on the available prices for organic certified salmon during the period in question 

there can be little doubt that the unauthorised excess hmesting resulted in substantial 
commercial benefits for the operation. 
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Email communication in relation to the harvest data is attached at TAB a. 

Consideration of termination of statutory entitlement to operate Pursuant to Section 19(A) 

I of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) :pct 

8. Department's Letter of 9`r' March 2017 

On 9"' March 2017 the Department %~rote to the Company ad%ising it that consideratiull %%as 

beinly gi%en to the: termination or the C` ompany s statutury entitlement to continue aduaculture 

operations at the Deenkh site pursuant it) Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) 

Act. The breach of licence Condition 2(e) %%hich sets out the maximum harvest le%els %%as cited 

as the reason 1'or this action. The company %,►as afti)rded 28 days in 'which  to make 

representations to the Minister in relation to the proposed cessation of its statutory entitlement. 

The full text of the Department's letter u1'9"' March 2017 is attached a t TAB -5. 

9. Company response dated 3"1  April 2017 

The Company %%rote to the Department on Yd April 2017 in response to the Department's letter 

c%f 9`h  March 2017. The following are the key issues raised by the company in their response: 
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1. That previous representations made to the Department in relation to the Deenish 
site "remain relevant" 

2. That there has been no breach of the Licence conditions or consequential 
environmental impacts. 

3. That the legislation does not provide for the revocation of the company's statutory 
entitlement to operate anti that the Company relies on its; constitutional property 
rights to operate under the provisions of Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries 
Amendment Act. 

4. That the "parameters and terminology-  of the Licence are out of date when 
compared to best international practises" 

5. That revocation of the Company's statutory entitlement to continue aquaculture 
operations at the Deenish site pursuant to Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries 
(Amendment) Act ♦vould not be in the public interest. 

The letter also included the following attachments: 

• Previous correspondence (15/06/16) and 19/07/16) 
• Professor Randolph Richards' "expert opinion" dated 29 November 2016 and 

resume 
• Aquaculture Stewardship C'ouncil's Certificate of Conformity dated 10 March 2015 
• Environmental Survey carried out by Aquafact International Sen- ices Limited, 

issued September 2016 
• NIHI Submission to Independent Aquaculture Licensing Review Group 

1'he frill content of the Company s letter together %N ith the attachments hat e been fully revie%%ed 

by the Division and also referred to the Department's Legal Services Division f'or consideration 

and advice. 

Company letter and attachments are attached at TAB 6a-g. 

10. Consideration of the Representations made by the Company (letter of 3rd  April 

2017) 

Aquaculture Licences are issued by the Department subject to the Provisions of the 1997 

Fisheries (Amendment) Act. the 1933 Foreshore Act (where appropriate) and applicable EU 

le6slation. including the: EU Birds and Habitats Directive and the EU Directive on Public 
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Participation and Decision Making ( Aarhus Convention). Licensing decisions must be taken in 

accordance with legislation. The licence in question states: 

"the Licensee shall not harvest more than 500 tonnes (dead ►veil;ht) of salmon in aizY one 

calendar Year" 

the Lei% i>ion has considered each of the points raised b~ the CornpanN in its letter (it I"  April 

~()1 7. 

0 cope ol'the letter o 3"!  April 2017 is attached at TAB 6a. 

Arguments put fom ard h,. the (.'nmpany 

it. That previous representations made to the Deliartment in relation to the Deeldsh site 

l`rtinain relevant" 

The pre%ious representations rer rred to by the: operator consist of ti~u letters iat::d 13'' June 

and 19't' Jul\ 2016 (the letter dated 15't' June 2016 was in fact incorrectly dated bs the operator 

and should read 15't' Jul% 2016). Both letters were received subsequent to a letter issued by the 

Department dated ?3~~ .Tune where the company was advised that the Department was giving 

consideration to the withdrawal of the Company 's statutory entitlement to continue acluaculture 

operations at the D enish site pursuant to Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) 

Act on foot of a breach of Licence Condition ?(d) «hick sets out the maximum smolt stocking 

levels. 
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Letter of 15eh  Juliv 2016. 

This letter sets out a series of general complaints concerning the licensing system. The ~ 

following points were raised in the letter: 

• "UH1 asserts that the licence ternt attaching to T6P_02 limiting the number of 'smotts,  
is anachronistic, legal/} and technicalli' meantingless and its application is contrary to 
modern good salmon farming practice.. 

• The irrefutable evidence arising froth the benthic impact monitoring programme is tlial 
the stocking levels at this site are and have been confortably within the site's 
'biological assimilative capacity'. Thus it is a matter offact that no significant 
environmental damage has been visited on the state's foreshore b}, 1tJtll's actions. 
Surely this demonstrates clearlt,  and in a quantifiable fashion that the company has 
been acting within the spirit c f the regulatory system and thereby securing the public 
interest. 

• The department, armed ivith this olata, can show anj- interested parties that it is 
effectively,  regulating the activity at the site and that it is ensuring the highest levels of 
en vironmental protection. " 

The: licence condition referred to abo« by the company is in relation to smolt stocking levels 

and does not form part of the matters under consideration in this submission. The issue of 

benthic impacts was also subsequently raised by the company in their letter of P April 2017 

and is considered separately belaw. The data referred to by the COMPany is also addressed 

separately be-low. 

A copy of th,.- Ic tter of 15 x̀' June 2016 is attached at TAB 6b. 

Letter of 19'h  JuIv 2016. 

The advice of the Department's Legal Services Division in respect of this particular letter is as 

follows: 

Accordingly this letter does not form any part cif the consideration off' the matters that arise in 

this submission. 
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A copti of the letter of 19'~~ Jule 2016 is attached at TAB 6c. 

LSU ad%ice: it. att.!ched ,it TAB 7. 

12. Peal there has been no breach of the Licence conditions or c•olrsegtr ell 611l 

env rCo11111ented impact-s 

{Marine I lar%est Ireland raises two separate lhtit inter-linked issues in its letter of 3' t  April 2017. 

Cssentialk tlieN art'ue that: 

1. There: has been no breach of the license condition in relation to har%cst limits (Condition 
2(r)).  

2. That there have been no ricptive environmental millacts. 

The text of' Licence Condition 2(e) is unambivuous. the Licensee is not permitted to harvest 

more than "500 tonnes (dead weight) of sulirrou in anj- one calendar3,ear". 

There is no dispute in relation to the quantum of the harvest in 2016. I4larine Harvest Ireland in 

it enwil of 24'`' 1=ehrua* 2017 has advised that the Dead Weight Harvest for 2016 was 

1,108,907.36 Kas (1108.91 tonnes). This harsest figure is 121.790 n  in excess of uhal is 

permitted under licence condition 2(e). 

Hie compan} goes on to argue that. as it ►'tratrsl~rs live sahnott from Deettish to the quaj,  a1 

Castletownbere, ►where the harvesting of this salmon occurs" there is consequently no breach 

of the licence. It ignores the fact that licence Condition 2(e) refers only to harvest and is not 

specific on location. In any event it is clear that the fish are removed from the Deenish site for 

the purpose of slaughter and therefore Deenish is a harvest site. There is no reasonable basis for 

the Company's argument in relation to this aspect. if the Marine I larvest argument was to be 

accepted, it would effecti%elf render all harvest limits at all Aquaculture sites as redundant and 
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entitle operators to effectively produce and harvest %kithout restriction by simply stating that 

they had removed the stock from site and harvested (effective:ly slaughtered) elsewhere. 

It is also worth noting that the Company did not apply for or obtain a Fish Movement Order 1 

from the Marine Institute: which % ould he the case if the fish were being moved for further 

onuro%Ning. It is a requirement on all operators to notify the Marine Institute in advance where 

fish are moved for 'ongrox ing'. The company did not in this case apply for a Fish Movement 

Order and it is clear that any movement from the: site was to harve:stislaughter. 

'fhe Company has argued that there has been no negative adverse environmental impact arising 

from their breach of Condition ?(c) of the licence. 

It is axiomatic that an increase of 1211% in the stock harvested from the site must increase the' 

effluent discharge from the site. The extent to which this increase in effluent discharge is 

significant is open to argument, however, it is not open to the Company to interpret tilt licence 

conditions any "ay it wishes. 

Legal Services Division provided the following advice; in relation to the Company's argument: 

Copy' of email correspondence of 24"' Februan,  2017 is attached at TAB 4. 

The full text of the legal advice is attached at TAB 7. 

13. That the legislatio►►  does not provide for the revocation of ' the c•o►npa►ij,'s statutorj 

entitlement to operate and that the Company relies on its constitutional propertj,  rights to 

operate under the provisions of Section 19(;1)4 of the 19971-isheries .4mendr lent Act 
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14. That the "parameters and terininolopt►  of the Licence are out of dale when compared to 

bast international practises" 

The Company has stated that "the parameters and terminoloD,  of the Licence are out of date 

i4ten compared to best international practise" and also that "the Licence sets stocking limits 

bj,  reference to "smolts", rather than 'Airtvintunr Allowable Biomass', despite the fact 

Ak imum Allowable Biomass is international/},-recognised as the most appropriate standard 

metric of production and that the Minister issued a press release on S December 2011 clear!},  

outlining the policy to implement a ltlaximum Allowable Biomass limit to salmon rearing 

operations ". 

In support of its position the Company commissioned a report by an industry-  profiessional 

which is attached. Not surprisingly, the report is also of the view that the wording; of the licence 

is out of date and contrary to supporting best practices. 

Even if the Department accepted this view, %~hich it does not. the relevant facts in respect of the 

licence are as follows; 

• The licence held by the company sets out clearly the terms and conditions attaching to 
that licence. 

• The company %%-as fully aware of the terms and Conditions of the licence. 
• The company had sought and obtained a temporary amendment to die licence which 

allot%ed it to operate on revised terms and conditions for the duration ouly of the pilot 
study. 

• The company was notified and fully aware of the expiry of the temporary amendment to 
the licence with effect from 3151  March 2015. 

In addition to the above. Legal Services Division has advised as follows: 
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["he use of Maximum Allowable Biomass GMAB) as a measure fur capping production has yet 

() be implemented by the Department and %%ill require scientific. technical and possible legal I 

nput before implementation. The application of NIAB to licences is 1iUN to represent a 

naterial chance to each licence and therefore %%ill require bath Public and statutory consultation 

is %%ell as the submission of an Environmental Impact `statement. the ub%ious time for such a 

xan,;ition is therefore %then licence rene%%al is under consideration. In the meantime the current 

mechanism for capping production is of general application throughout the industn and 

unilateral departure b% one operator %%oufd inject huge levels cif uncertaint\ into the overall 

ystem in addition to being unlawful. Prior to transittuning to NIAB the Department ~4ill need to 

assess e%en rene%%al application with a %ie%% to ensuring that production levels are property 

transitioned from the existing calculation methods o%er to MAB. 11 should he clear therefore 

that the transition to MAB %ill he a significant operation for the Department and relevant 

agencies. 

For all of these reasons the argument put li► rv.ard h-, the r; lei p,irTm is not ,usfainable and is 

rejected in full. 

A copy of the report iti .amiched at TAB 6d. 

The ItilI teat Of the Iccal i1dvicc is attached at TAB 7. 

1-5. That revocation o f the Cotnpaiy :s statutory entitlemenI to continue aquaculttire 

operations at the Deeuish site pursuant to Section 19(-1)4 tf the 1997 Fisheries (-I nt nifillent) 

Act would not be in the public interest 

-1'he public interest argument is of particular interest and relewnce in relation to this case. The 

Company has adduced a number cif' technical and CluaSi legal arguments in support of its case 

but it can be argued that the most important consideration is the public interest. This Company 

is by far the largest producer of organic fintish in the country. The Company has substantial 

technical. administrati%e and managerial resaurces available to it in order to manage its 

Production and also the licences which underpin that production. Because of its dominant role 

in the 'industry the Company has a close %%orl.ing relationship %%ith the Licensing Di%ision 
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through a series of Coordination meetings. The Company is fully aware of the terms and 

conditions of all licences held or operated by them. Furthermore, on all relevant occasions the 

Department has underlined the importance of compliance with the regulatory regime operated 

by the State. There is absolutely no doubt whatsoever that the Company has bc•tm and continues 

to be fully actiare of the importance of compliance: «ith licence conditions. In its letter of 3'a  

April 2017 the Company has emphasised the employment it creates and the revenue it generates 

from its operation and also states as follows: j 

"In light of the current deadlock being experienced in the existing aquaculture licensing 

system, A1111 cannot understate the importance of being able to operate evers- facility,  for 

which it has permission in order to maintain our viabilitj} and levels of employment." 

of course the problem is that the Company has not only operated "......ever , facility for which 

is has permission......" but has exceeded the permission it has under the terms and conditions of 

its licence and that is the core issue. 

Advice from Legal Services Division in respect of the "public interest" argument put forward 

by the Company indicates that the Minister's; consideration of relevant issues should include the 

following.  

i. 

In relation to % above; 
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There are further public interest considerations beyond those: raised by the Company. The 

actions b% the Company if allowed to go unchecked could place in jeopardy the ongoing 

acceptance by the EU Commission that the licensing of aquaculture is being carried out by the 

State in compliance with the ECJ judgement against Ireland of 2007. Anything which would 

cause the Commission to revie%k its position mould have eery serious implications for the 

industry as a whole and the employment generated thereby. 

The settinL of a cap on Production and the enforcement of' same h clearly in the public interest 

III respect ofall operators. The specific reasons applicable to thi,, else include the followin~~*. 

I . An increase of 1?1°o in the stock har%e:ste d from the site must increase: the ei'tluela 
discharge from the site. The extent of the discharge is open to argument. ! m.%e\ Cr it is 

not open to the: Company to interpret the licence conditions any way it wishes. 
2. Enforcement of the: licence conditions by the Department serves. inter alia. to uphold the 

integrity of the State's regulatory regime in respect of food production from the marine 
environment. 

3. The maintenance and development of Ireland's food exports is clearly dependent upon the 
acceptance by the general public and the authorities in other jurisdictions of the certitude 
attached to Ireland's regulator regime:. 

4. Failure or perceived failure by the Department to enforce licence conditions will 
inevitably provide an incentive for further non-compliance by this operator and perhaps 
by others. 

5. Failure to enforce licence conditions b} the vepartmcnt «ould amount to a de facto anti-
co.mpetiveness measure as it affords a major commercial advantage to the operator that is 
non compliant. 

6. The current iteration of the Department's Mission Statement states: 

"Sen!ing the gorerimietit and people of Ireland ht.  leuding, developing and regulating 
the agri food sector, protectina public health and optimisint social, econoneic and 
em:ironny ntal benefits. " 
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The explicit reference to regulation underscores not only the Department's commitment to 

carrying out this function but also acts as a recognition of tlic liahilities associated 1vith non 

enrorcement. 

J-hu,  Final aroument must he that the Compaw is a%%are of the tert7s and conditions of the 

licence: it holds and roust conduct its afidirs in iiccordance ttitll the kits,. 

16. ,XMich ntents .anp;!nded to the s:am p.tny''s letter of Yd  April 2017 

I-he following documents were appended to the Company's letter of 3"t  April 2017: 

• Previous correspondence (15/061,'16) and 19/07i 16) 
• Professor Randolph Richards expert opinion dated 29 November 2016 and resume; 
• Aquaculture Stewardship Council's Certificate of Conformit) dated 10 March 2015 
• Environmental Survey carried out by Agitafact international Services Limited, issued 

September 2016 
• MH1 Submission to independent Aquaculture Licensing Rcvicw Group. 

All of these documents have been given the fullest consideration by the Division in the 

Preparation of this submission. 

1 he documents are attached at TAB fib-g. 
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17. :fictions for consideration on foot of .i breach of the Licence condition No ZIe) hN ~ 

Marine 11ar-v- est Ireland. 

The follmNintu are the a%ailable options identified bt the Mision ,  

I. Do Nothing 
?. Seel: to amend the licence 
3. 'Great the: entitlement of Silver King Seafoods 1_td (Subsidiar) Company of Marine 

I [arrest Ireland) to continue aquaculture operations as discontinued. under the proNisions 
of Section 19W4 of the: 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act. 

The Division has given detailed consideration to each of these options and has Sought and 

obtained extensive legal advice from the Department's Legal Services Dig ision in relation to titre 

legislative options available. The three options are discussed in detail below. 

18. Do Nothing 

I lie Department has an obligation to implement the Stute's aquaculture licensing regime in an 

impartial manner in accordance «ith the provisions of the applicable legislation. Aquaculture: 

and Foreshore Management Division has. within the: resources a%ailable to it, sought to nionitor 

and police; compliance: with the terms opal) aquaculture and iorebhure licences issued. The: 1997 

Fisheries (Amendment) tact does not pro% isle far an extensive suite: of sanctions. short of 

re%ocation. to be used in line v,ith the seriuusne s orthe breach of licence condition No ?(e). 

As set out above. the Company has brought for%%ard a number of arguments in support of its 

position and the Department's response to these has also been set out. The total tonnage 

harvested in 2016 is not in dispute And the Division is in fact relying on the harvest data 

provided by the Company. There can be no doubt that harvesting 121°0  in excess of `'hat is 

permitted under the licence condition ?(e) represents a very serious breach. This breach 

occurred notwithstanding the Department's clearly stated position in relation to harvest limits as 

set out at its meeting with the Company earlier that same year on 14th  March 3016 and the 

expin on 31" tilarch 2013 of the temporary amendment to the Aquaculture Licence. 

An additional issue in this case is the statutorti entitlement to operate which applies given that 

operations are subject to Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries ( Amendment) Act (see Section 

above). Section 19(A)4 is the mean; b% which most of Ireland's aquaculture industry (shellfish 

and finish) 11s1: c01111nued to function kehile the "Appropriate Assessment" procedure has been 
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rolled out in respect of NATURA bays. The continued applicability of Section 19(A)4 has not 

been without controversy as environmental NGO's have asserted that it allows aquaculture 

operators to continue to function without a licence (and the environmental impact analysis that 

goes with consideration of lice=nce=s). Howe: er the State has successfullti argued that the 

continued applicability of Section 191,04 is e=sse=ntial to the sttrvival of the industry pending 

completion of the: "Appropriate Assessment" process. The EU Commission has, at lust tacitly. 

accepted this position following confirmation from the national authorities that no new licences 

«ould be issued or e=xisting licences renewed until a full "Appropriate assessment" is available: 

for the NATLIF A bays in which the aquaculture in question takes place. It is clear however that 

a breach of licence conditions by any operator while operating under Section 19(A)4 Nveakens 

the whole basis fur this measure and lends substantial credence to the NGO argument. If 

NGO's, via the: Courts, or via approaches to the FU Commission succeeded in having Section 

19(A)4 overtumed on the basis that it is not policed adequately by the State there would 

undoubtedly be serious consequences for both the finfish and shellfish industry. 

Legal Services Division has 

In this regard, it must be acknowledged that Section 19(A)4 was not designe=d to 

take into account the circumstances surrounding Dee:nish (and indeed other cases of a similar 

nature). However. the Department must cope as best it can with the existing legislation and 

cannot ignore: complexities that arise from the current legislation. Whether the f':tcilitie:s 

available under the legislation can exte=nd to an actual amendment of an out of date licence: is 

undoubtedly- open to argument. 

There is always a strict separation between the Minister's role as Regulator and the: Ministerial 

duty to promote the sustainable development of the industry. This situation is essential in view 

of the dual role of the De=partment as regulator and developer in respect of the industry. In the 

curre=nt circumstances, while it can be argued that the development of the industry will be 

affiected adversely by any sanction against the Company, the: overriding obligation of the 

Department is to take action in accordance with the: obligations set out in the le=gislation. to 

circurnstances where the=re has been a clear bre=ach by the Company of their obligations under 

the licence and under the; law, anything less than this will seriously undermine the State's 

regulatory system in relation to marine aquaculture. The long, term effect which this; v ouid have 

on the development of the industry is as serious as it is obvious. In this regard the recent 

Supreme Court Decision in the State's appeal of a High Court Case on mussel seed availability 

(Cromane Seafoods Ltd & Others -v- The Ltinister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries & 

Others) has explicitly pointed to the "overarching legal duty" of the Minister to comply with 

and implement EU law. It has long been asse=rted by Environmental NGO's and others that the 
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State's regulatory regime in respect of Marine Aquaculture is implemented inadequately. The 

ELI Commission has mice opened a Pilot Case against the State in respect of sea lice controls. 

for example. for its part the Department has al%t as s provided robust responses to these 

assertions and has succe:ssfuliv de{unde:d the regulatory regime. To that extent, dealing 

igorously «ith significant breaches of licence conditions constitutes no more than the 

discharge: cif' both regulator% and developmental responsibilities «hick must be a crucial 

consideration. in t1w public interest. 

The representations made by the. Compan} to the i~.iinister on foot of the Department 's letter of 

,)`h March 2017 have been carefully considered by the Division as set out above. In relation to 

the breach of Licence Condition 2(c) the company has argued that as it "transfers live sahnon 

from Deenish to the quaj- at Casdeiownbere, where the han~estin; of ihi_s sahno i occurs" that 

there is no breacli of thy: licence. 'There is as already set out. no reasonable basis for the 

C'ompan,'s argument in relation to this aspect. The legislation. and the upholding of same, is 

clearly in the public interest of all aquaculture operators. The Company has availed of an 

enhanced bilateral communication facility with the Department's Licensing Division due to its 

ove:r%khelming prominence in the industry. This took the form of regular scheduled bilateral 

coordination meetings «ith agreed detailed agendas. This group has met oti at least 20 

occasions and it would be fair to say that the Department has emphasised the need to comply' 

with licence conditions at all tithes during these meetings. The operator. by virtue of its 

duminant role in the industry, it's administrative and technical resources and its participation in 

the Coordination Group meetings is acutely a%%are.• of the: importance the Department attaches to 

compliance %\ )ill legislation. 

It should also be noted that a number of Parliamentar` ( )uestions have been recei%ed in respect 

of this and related casts. In all the circumstances. it is clear that to do nothing is not an option 

which is desirable or. indeed. available in any meaningful «av to the: Department in this case. 

Furthermore it is considered that action such as a letter ol*admonishment to the: company will be 

tantamount to doing nothing and %%ill be seem as such b% the company, by other stakeholders 

and by the general public:. This %%ould seriously undermine the integrity of the regulatory 

process. 

A "do nothing" option cannot therefore: be recommended. 

A copy of the legal ads ice is attached at TAB 7. 

Sere copy of Department's letter attached at TAB 5. 

19. Anicndrnent of the Aquaculture Licence 
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Althouch the recommendation in this submission is that the Minister withdra%v the entitlement 

enjoyed by Silver King Seafoods limited (Subsidian, Company of Marine Harvest Ireland) to 

continue aquaculture operations under Section 19(A)4 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) it 

should be noted that Condition No 3 of the Aquac:ulture Licence provides for an amendment to 

the licence where the Minister considers that it is in the public interest to do so or if he is 

satisfied that there has been a breach of any condition specified in the licence. 

Condition No 3. 

"The Minister shall be at libert},  at any time to revoke or amend this licence if he considers 

that it is in the public interest to do so or if he is satisfied lhut there has been a breach of any 

Condition spee•Vied in the licence or that the f vlreq to which the licence relates is not being 

properly maintained. Arij,  such revocation or amendment shall be subject to the provisions of 

Section 15 of the Fivheries (Consolidation) Act 1959" 

Legislation 

Sections 68 and 70 of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act are the relevant provisions dealing 

with any amendments to the licence that might he considered in dais case:. The Division 

previously received the advice of Legal Service's Division in relation to the possible; amerdment 

of' aquaculture licence conditions where the operator is operating under the: provisions of' 

Section 19(.a)4 of the 1997 Fisheries Amendment Act. The Division was advised that 
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amendment on foot of the breach of the licence conditions the legal advice as set out below= 

Licence Condition regarding amendment 

Condition No 3 of the Aquaculture Licence quoted above does however set out the 
circumstances in v%hich the: Minister may amend the aquaculture licence: 

"there has been a brunch of any condition specified in the licence or that the fishery to 
Which the licence relates is not being properly maintained". 
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The advice goes on to state: however tha 

It should be noted also that any decision to amend the aquaculture licence will be subject to all 

the legislative requirements of Section 69 of the Act together with subsequent Public and 

Stamm)-  consultation processes, appeal processes etc and that the outcome of such processes 

cannot be prejudged. 

Copy of relevant Legal advice attached at TAB 7. 

Conclusion 

Given that the Minister is precluded from amending the licence in any fashion that could be 

seen as punitive it is difficult to scc how any amendment to the conditions of the Aquac:ulture 

Licence (now operation under the provisions of Section 19(A)4 of tile: 1997 f isheries 

(Amendment) Act) could be seen as a% form of sanction against the company for the breach of 

Condition 2(e) of the licence (which sets out the maximum harvest limit under the; ternis and 

conditions of the licence). 

'The 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act does not pemiit the amendment of a licence as a sanction 

against the licensee but Condition 3 of the licence does provide for an amendment of the licence 

where: the Minister is satisfied that there; has been a breach of any condition Specified in th,: 

licence. Any such amendment is however subject to the legislation. An amendment in this 

particular case is simply not viable as it cannot be by way of punitive sanction. Since there is 

no other reason to amend the licence other than as some sort of punitive sanction this course of 

I action is not viable. 

Amendment of the licence is therefore not recommended in the circumstances. 
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20. Withdrawal of the entitlement to continue aquaculture operations under the 

provisions of Section 19(A)-t of the 1997 f isheries (:tin:endnaent) ;pct 
I ` 

As will he seen above. amendment of the licence is not recommended in this case for reasons of 

clear public interest. %%that remains therefore. is the option of treating as discontinued the 

statutory entitlement to engage in aquaculture operations provided for by Section 19(A)4 of the 

1997 Act. -there is no doubt that ti%ithdrawal of the consent to operate will have the effect of 

extinguishing the Company's acti% it,,  in relation to this site. It should be noted however. that the i  

Company's application fur rene«al of the: licence %%ill still be operative and %%ill be processed in 

the normal %vay. 

Withdrawal by the Department of the Company'~ entitlement to continue operations is 

proportionate to the hrc:ach of* the applicable licence condition t excess production by 121 %) for 

all of the reasons set out heretofore in this submission and. while it will undoubtedly impact the 

j commercial interests of tile: operator it is unlikely to have a catastrophic impact having regard to 

the overall size: of the Company and the wide scale of its operations. 

It is considered that %%ithdra«al of the: entitlement to continue aquaculture operations under the 

provisions of Section MAN of the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) .Act. is not only appropriate in 

this case given all of the circumstances. but also necessary in Nie%% of the seriousness of the 

breach in question h:a~ i ►  o regard it) tla,.: following: 

i - he extent of the breach of Condition '(e) \%hich sets the hartL,t Iinait". ( 1 _' 1''1, e,~ce;s) 

resulting in a significant commercial gain for the Company . 

The fact that the: breach of the licence condition took place: in circumstances where the 

L ompany «as fully aware of the: limits set b% the: specific condition of the licence governing 

liar-%- est tonna;,e. 

121. Recommendation 

Having regard to all of tile: above. it is recom►aaended - 
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1. That the Minister determine that a 'bre-ach oi' Condition 2(c) of the applicable aquaeulture 

licencc has occurred as described above. 

?. That the Minister treat the statutory- entitlement of Silver King Seafoods Ltd (Subsidiar -

Company of Marine 1 lartiest Ireland) to continue aquacuiture operations under the provisions of 

Section 19(A)4 cal' the: 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act as discontinued for the following 

reason: 

Breach ofcondition ?(e) of the applicable aquaeulture licence which si'mes. 

"Me Licensee shall mit harvest mare than 500 tanner (dead weight) of salmon in anY one 

c alerrrlar year" 

Submitted please for appro%al. 

John ( )uinIall 

Principal Officer 

Aquaculture and Foreshore Management Division 

Related Submissions 

Thcre are no related Submissions. 
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further submission is made containing recommendation nn speciFe course ofaction. 

https:{, agriculture.cloud.go~'. ie; apps~'eSubmissions~_la~ outs! 151eSubrnissionslPrint.as... 11107 i-2   018. 
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